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Issue 9 – 1st September 2014 

Next meeting 6th October, 7.00 – 9.00pm  

August Competition (Close up/Macro) Results 

Colour;                                                                            Joint 3rd   

        1st Ann O’Toole                2nd Martyn Blair               Dawn Burgess/ Brent Thompson                            

 

 

 

 

Black &White;   

       1st Barbara Stynes               2nd Rebekah Mason               3rd Debby Lapworth                            

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
Another great night in August with some really good images for the competition, I must say special   
thanks to Rupert Stephenson, who, gave up his evening to come along and not only judge the competition 
but give a very constructive critique of the photographs.  
I’m sure everyone enjoyed the experience.  
 

November straight from the camera Competition 

Don’t forget to get out with your compact/phone or whatever you have for our 6”x 4”competition, bring 
them along in November for display and critique. 

Please write on the back what you took them with and the settings if you have them, but they must be 
printed straight from your device, no stop offs at Photoshop or the like. 

Colour and or black and white, but black and white must be set in camera and not converted on your PC. 
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Hawkstone Park Follies 
Janet and I went out for the day to Hawkstone Park Follies. It’s about 1 and a half hours 
drive from Coventry, it is part of the Hawkstone Hotel and Golf Club in Shropshire.  
After the obligatory cup of tea we went on our walk, with sandwiches the tearoom staff 
kindly made up to take with us. At the start of the walk there are a few different routes 
you could take, the 1 hour path or like us, the 3 hour path, although it may have been the 
hour – but it just took us that long. 
It is what it says it is – follies, there are lots of hidden away places, towers,       

monuments, paths through woods, a small narrow bridge over a gorge 
below, tunnels, caves - there’s something new around each corner.  
It is steep in parts and there are quite a few steps – which we could have trotted up like 
mountain goats if it hadn’t been the hottest day of the year. But it really didn’t matter as we 
were in and out of wooded areas that gave relief from the heat. 
You can climb the steps up to the top of the monument all 100+ of them, but after much 
deliberation “do you want to go up?…no, do you? No…okay” we gave it a miss. But  
talking to people that had just come down red faced and sweaty, said it was worth the 
climb. 

The cold tunnels were a treat, the staff at the park suggests you take a torch with you and 
surprisingly enough, they sell torches as you go in, but you don’t really need them  
especially if like us you sneak up close to a family that have a torch that a light house 
would be proud of.  

It is really worth taking the long route and getting up 
high on the hills as the views are spectacular. 
There are lots of photo opportunities, although  
occasionally you do need both hands whilst scrambling 
over and through clefts in the rocks.   
Luckily I had Janet with me to flag down a golf buggy to take us up the 
final hill to the tearoom, although I don’t think that was part of the  
admission fee.  

A thoroughly enjoyable day. Tracy Mair 
 
Civic Hall Exhibition 
A reminder for those entering the exhibition in Bedworth, start date Monday 15th September, please meet at 
the Civic Hall at 10.00 to hang photos, if you can’t make it then please ask for someone to take them on your 
behalf. 
 

This will be our first exhibition so please can we all make an effort to support this with some framed photos, 
any subject, colour or B&W.  
 
 

 Please put your name and phone number on the back and a price should you wish to sell,  
 Please write NFS if you don’t want to sell. 

 
 
For sale or wanted 
Jessops 360AFDC flash gun, purchased for £75.00 a couple of years ago, now retails at £34.97, 
Excellent condition £25.00 
Richard 
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Camera subjects – tips and tricks  
Eight things to keep in your Camera Bag 
1. Spare memory card 
There’s nothing worse than having the perfect shot, going to take your picture, and your camera telling you 
your memory card is full. To avoid going through all your pictures on the spot and deleting the bad ones—
which is incredibly frustrating and time-consuming—keep a few spare memory cards in your bag at all times; 
they take up zero space, so there’s no excuses! 
2. Microfibre cloth 
A microfibre cloth is one of the most useful and cheapest accessories a photographer can have in their bag. It’s 
primarily used for cleaning dirt and dust off of camera lenses, but it’s also extremely useful for wrapping up 
other accessories in your camera bag (memory cards, lenses, flashes), to keep them from being scratched or 
damaged. 
3. Plastic bag 
It happens to all of us photographers: we get stuck in the rain. Make sure you have a grocery bag tucked away 
in your camera bag for those unexpected downpours. All you need is a hole in the bag for the lens, and you have 
an inexpensive way to keep your camera dry and still get your perfect shot. 
4. Mini tripod 
Carrying a full size tripod isn’t always practical. Keep a mini tripod in your camera bag so you are never caught 
without a camera support again. Travel models can be folded very small for storage, and although  
they are obviously not as sturdy as full size tripods, they are still versatile. They can be set up in places a full 
size tripod would struggle with (in trees, on walls, very uneven surfaces) and are perfect for low-light  
photography. 
5. Flash 
A flash is excellent for adding additional light to your shot. If you haven’t tried before, you’ll quickly see that it 
will add a whole new depth and dimension to your photography. A flash is a must for every serious  
photographer. 
6. Battery 
A full day of shooting will eat away at your battery life, especially if you overuse the LCD screen, which drains 
the battery quickly. I always like to keep a spare battery in my bag. I also find that turning your camera off and 
on repeatedly uses a lot of battery power. Hopefully, keeping a spare battery is obvious; if your battery runs 
flat, there’s nothing else to do but pack up and go home! 
7. Lens 
If you’re using a camera with a changeable lens, it is vital to have at least one extra lens. This is to give you 
greater choice with your focal length and will also be a backup lens if anything happens to your primary lens. 
8. Manual 
Keeping your manual in your bag, might just save you one day. It can be used to sort out a camera problem or a 
setting you are struggling with. It can be difficult to remember the variety of settings on your camera, so always 
keep it handy! 
 

Coming Months 

01.09.14 7.00 Practical evening – Flash photography 9.00 
06.10.14 7.00 Competition – Celebrations - Guest Judge and speaker 9.00 
03.11.14 7.00 Photograph of the Year – Guest Judge + 6 x 4 Competition 9.00 
01.12.14 7.00 Competition – Autumn Landscape 9.00 
05.01.15 7.00 AGM 9.00 
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A bit of fun. 20 Questions,  
Name - Debby Lapworth 

1. Where were you born? I’m a Coventry kid 
2. When did you get your first camera? As a little girl I remember playing with my parents’ box camera.  

It didn’t work but I still found it fascinating.  I had many cameras, both instamatic and point and 
shoot, but my first SERIOUS camera came later on 

3. Can you remember what it was? Minolta SLR film camera 
4. Money no object, what camera would you buy? I don’t think I’d want to spend thousands.  Probably 

stick with my Nikon but get some great lenses for it 
5. Did anyone in particular inspire your interest in photography? Not that I remember.  I have always just 

loved the idea of capturing the moment 
6. Best photo you have taken Probably my children as new borns held in the palm of their Dad's hand.  

Actually I have just thought of one.  I have a photograph of the Queen and Prince Phillip snapped by 
me with a risk of being arrested! 

7. Favourite photo subjects Definitely people/portrait 
8. Favourite all time TV programme Gosh I haven’t just one. The Good Life, any Frank Sinatra films and 

definitely Colombo! 
9. Favourite current TV programme Coronation Street 
10. Favourite type of music Mixed bag but for dancing and running has to be upbeat 
11. Favourite song To dance to - Faithless/Insomnia To run to - Maniac from the 

film Flashdance 
12. Favourite singer Again can’t name only one: Sting, Frank Sinatra, Corinne 

Bayley Rae, Coldplay and Ollie Murs 
13. Favourite film Always has and always will be the Wizard of Oz 
14. Favourite actor Peter Falk 
15. Favourite place in the UK Borth y Gest Beach, Wales 
16. Favourite place anywhere else New York 
17. Favourite photographic season Love the autumn colours but equally the sun and snow 
18. Traditional or modern photos? Both but I love black and white prints over colour 
19. Do you have any pets? A beautiful two year old golden doodle named “Bow” 
20. The one thing you would like to photograph anywhere in the world Already have, Niagara Falls 

 

Stop Press  

 OCT Celebrations images must be with me no later than 19th Sept. Richard 
 Please put 5th Jan 2015 in your diaries, it is the Clubs first AGM, it is important that we get a 

good attendance on the night to discuss and decide the events for the coming year. 
 

Competition Themes for 2014 
06.10.14 Celebrations Club Competition 1 b&w, 1colour   
03.11.14 Photograph of the Year Annual Competition All placed photos from monthly competitions 
01.12.14 Autumn Landscape Club Competition 1 b&w, 1colour   

 
 

Committee email addresses 

Richard rh50@talktalk.net 
Ann annotoole1@aol.com 

Tracy spoonandsprout@ntlworld.com 
Colin a.c.staff@ntlworld.com . 
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